Hampton bay ceiling fan parts diagram

Hampton bay ceiling fan wiring is different from fan to fan. It means that if you want to wire a
Hampton bay ceiling fan, you need to consider whether your ceiling fan has a remote or not. It is
because a standard ceiling fan wiring is different from a ceiling fan comes with a remote. When
you complete the ceiling fan installation, make sure that you have matched the wires correctly.
Before going through any electrical task, you need to turn off the power before installing the
fan. Standard Hampton bay ceiling fan without a remote has an easy and straightforward ceiling
fan wiring diagram. The black wire on the fan is the supply wire of the fan, the blue one is the
light supply line. The blue and black wires are twisted together on the fan with the black wire
from the house wiring. The green wire coming from the fan is twisted together with the green
conductor house wire and the white wire is twisted together with the white house wire. Hampton
Bay ceiling fan with remote control comes with a receiver inline. The blue wire on the receiver is
twisted together with the blue wire from the fan. The black wire on the receiver is twisted
together with the black wire on the fan. In the end, the white wire on the receiver is twisted
together with the white wire from the fan. After securing the wire connection with the wire nuts,
cover the nuts using black electrical tape. Now its time to twist the blue and black wires from
the receiver together with the black house wire. The next step is to twist the white wire from the
receiver together with the white house wire. Now, twist the green ground wire from the fan
together with the green grounding conductor house wire and secure each set of wires using a
wire nut, secure the nuts using black electrical tape. After securing the wires using the wire
nuts and cover the nuts with black electrical tape, you must isolate and hide the wires in the
outlet box. Shift the green and white wires to one side of the outlet box and move the black and
blue wire to the other side of the box. Move the wires up into the box by pushing them. After
installing the Hampton Bay ceiling fan, turn on the power. Test the fan by turning it on and
check whether the fan has the power or not. If the power is on but the fan is not running or
turning on, turn off the power to recheck the wiring or wiring connections. Facebook Twitter
Pinterest LinkedIn. You may also like. View all posts. A question we often get asked by our site
visitors - Where can I find a wiring schematic or diagram for my ceiling fan? The truth of the
matter - you may not always find the exact wiring diagram that matches up with your fan. No, no
- don't get flustered or annoyed. By providing you with some of the most common wiring
diagrams, you would actually be able to use these to install most fans. You see - most fans on
the market today all use a similar topology in terms of wiring. The colors might be different - but
the layout of the wiring, the schematic and the way the circuit is mapped and connected - it is
primarily the same. If you go onto Google and you are searching for manuals, instructions,
PDFs, wiring diagrams and etc. If you have a very popular model, sure - you may be able to find
what you seek quickly and easily. However, more often than not, if your fan is not popular, you
may be looking for a while. Instead of doing this, refer below to our generic wiring diagrams and
instructions. If you are still not able to resolve your issue via using one of these diagrams, we
recommend you take a look at our ceiling fan wiring guide by color. This should help to alleviate
any concerns related to installing your fan, troubleshooting or diagnosing a wiring related
problem. Is this helpful? Some replacement parts are generic, see Ceiling fan replacement parts
for more information. Others are only available direct from the manufacturer. We do have
replacement Hampton Bay remote controls available below. To determine which remote will
work with your Hampton Bay ceiling fan, try the following. If you are not able to locate the
manual, take a look for the manual on our website or locate it online. See if the remote control
that came with the fan is listed in there with a part number. Once you click on a remote, a page
will load which displays more information about the remote. It may list what models it is
compatible with. These controls tend to work with most models of fans. However, we do offer,
on this site, some replacement remote control parts for Hampton Bay fans. If you have a
wrecked ceiling fan blade, or more than one, we can help you to replace those blades on your
ceiling fan. Typically, you'll need to purchase some replacement blades that match the decor
and color scheme of your current fan. You don't necessarily have to purchase original blades
that are made specifically for that fan. Of course, it is better if possible - but it's not always
possible depending upon which fan you have. Just keep two things in mind. First, the
replacement blade that you purchase has to be of the same blade span as the other blades.
Second, as mentioned - colors need to match. You can buy a universal replacement blade if the
colors match up. If your ceiling fan has an intricate design or other on the blades, than you'll
need the original blades that come with the fan. For this, we recommend to talk to Home Depot
as we are limited in the number of blades we are able to get from distributors and pass onto
you. I can email pictures if necessary. I am located in Canada. Are you able to provide this part,
and if so, what is the price? Thanks Mark replied : Hi Gilles, thank you for your inquiry. We have
looked for this part number and have not found anything. If this is for a remote control
replacement, have you considered looking at Hampton Bay universal ceiling fan remote

controls? Southwind V 52 in: Rhetta Sabean asked: The dome glass fell down and broke. I need
the replacement for this. Do you have it? Rhetta Mark replied : Hi there! Thanks for your contact
request regarding model of the Hampton Bay lineup. We looked up your fan and we found it is a
Southwind ceiling fan. We are not able to source the replacement glass globe. Would you
consider replacing the entire fan? Hampton Bay Downrod Hans asked: I need to order 8 x 24" or
18" downrod, guided iron, but your website is giving a problem ordering them Can I order them
over the phone? Thanks Han, Regards, Mark. Please quote sending it to Puerto Rico. Jordan
replied : Thanks Jose for your question. We do not provide services to Puerto Rico as most of
the distributors we ship with do not allow shipments to circulate there. We would also ask other
site visitors - please do not contact us for this premise. We cannot influence buying preferences
or decisions for these larger organizations and simply need to work within their rules. Thank
you! I think, and I have been told that I need a new remote. Can you help me??? We have a few
listed here on this page that you can purchase. Click on the details of each remote to see more
information about it. Most universal Hampton Bay remotes will work with most Hampton Bay
fans. Mark replied : Did you check the dip switches? Be sure to read our article on
troubleshooting remotes. Please help Jordan replied : Hi there, I tried looking for the MR77a fan
or remote and I didn't get any hits for that. But what does come up is the Hampton Bay Altura
ceiling fan. Is this the fan you are looking for? Are you only looking for the remote, or the entire
fan? YG Blade Arm: nelson badillo asked: Hello. I need to replace a blade arm for my fan with
model: YG Where can I get replacement for the arm? Thanks nelson Mark replied : Hi Nelson
Thanks for your question. We don't have this fan available - not able to source. Did some
searching for you and see that Home Depot does sell this fan. The PDF for the fan that comes
up on their website shows that blade arms come with the fan. You may have to try Home Depot
in order to get the blade arms. If we were able to source them for you we would post them. We
do have phone numbers for Home Depot customer support on the website. I have a Hampton
Bay ceiling fan, which has a cracked light cover. I require a replacement. I have been on the
Hampton Bay website and see that they are discontinued. The model number is wt UPC, Where
can I find a replacement? Ceiling Fans Frequently Asked Questions. Is this helpful? If you are
anyone like me and have a Hampton Bay product such as a lighting fixture, patio furniture,
some solar lights or ceiling fans etc then you may need to find a replacement part or get a repair
done at some stage. Knowing the right procedure can save you a lot of time and effort. We have
already contacted Hampton Bay and gone through the process for you and we have
documented a step by step procedure for you to follow below. We know how annoying it can be
to have that beautiful Chandelier installed only to find one of the lamps broken or to have a cosy
umbrella but notice a rip in the fabric. But firstâ€¦. That was the simple answer however please
continue on reading as we will discuss more fully the simple answer along with these specific
topics below along with video calls:. A few of the components that many find needing replacing
as a result of wear, incidents or redesigning tend to be glass shades, switches, fan blades as
well as remote controls. With regard to patio and garden furniture, the procedure is somewhat
different but nonetheless straightforward. In this video, we show you the three options you have
to locate your replacement part or repair with steps below. Just a few pointers when you do
send your part in to be repaired is to pack it securely in a box with bubble wrap that will protect
it from any shipping damage. Always mark fragile on the box, particularly if you are sending in
anything that has glass. Please do not ship any batteries with your products to be repaired,
remove them first before shipping. This may seem obvious but always include information with
your name, phone, the shipping instructions and a description of what is or may be wrong with
the fan or product you want to be repaired. They mention that your fan or other Hampton Bay
product will be repaired and shipped back to you within 2 working days. Note: We have found
that this search here on Home Depot has also been helpful in displaying a large list of parts for
Hampton Bay items. Affiliate link to HomeDepot through Skimlinks. This will make it easier on
the support staff when helping you. I checked with the HomeDepot site and found that they do
quite a few replacement parts. This is not an exhaustive list but it will give you a basic idea of
what parts you might be able to get assuming they are in stock. A couple of more places you
can check to find a replacement part is by using the correct search term on Amazon. We have
also found a number of parts on eBay. Usually brand new, but also second-hand parts from
dismantled ceiling fans. You can also buy second-hand ceiling fans if you want to scavenge
parts of your own. We recommend you check the available parts below:. If you want a lot more
options then eceilingfans. I recommend you try their website and select Hampton Bay. You
would have noticed that they have repairs so yes go ahead and call them if you need a repair
done. Since glass and accessories are a major concern for many, I checked their selection and I
can say they have an extensive range available. If you are needing a specific Hampton Bay
replacement glass or glass shade then I would recommend checking the Home Depot website

first. This also goes for track lighting parts. If it is hard to find a specific model such as the
Hampton Bay Menage replacement glass then I would go ahead and contact eceilingfans. After
doing a bit of research I found that the only real option for this problem is to contact Home
Depot. The contact details are above or click here. We have just found a whole new list of
contacts for Patio Heater Parts. However, they, unfortunately, do not sell directly to the public.
You will have to contact Home Depot with the procedure we show you above or click here. This
is where we discuss everything about Kitchen Cabinets including replacement parts. I
recommend you contact eceilingfans. I have outlined the procedure above for this. You will
need to provide them with the model number and manufacturer name of the fan. They can get
you any of the replacement blades you may need including the outdoor models and ceiling fan
light cover replacements. Please also check our article: Hampton Bay Umbrella Replacement
Parts for umbrella parts, fixes and repairs advice. You can either go to your local Home Depot
store and order the replacement part in the outdoor furniture department or you can call the
parts department directly or check out their website ; Please check above for the number or
click here. Unfortunately, you will find that many of the Hampton Bay outdoor furnishings and
accessories are made only available for just one season and then they are discontinued.
Meaning that it is near impossible to get replacement parts, though Home Depot will be able to
give you a suggestion on a comparable product from a recent line. Other customers who have
had similar questions have in some cases been able to find very similar products that seem to
have coordinated well with their original Hampton Bay items through other retailers such as
K-Mart. You will need to go to your local Home Depot store or contact their parts replacement
department listed above. Please read our article: Hampton Bay Blinds to get the full scoop on
blind replacement parts, repairs, warranty, guides and more. There is a few secret tips and
bonus hints in the article so we encourage you to check it out: Hampton Bay Mini Blinds. I've
been the owner of several Products from Hampton Bay over the last few years and have become
obsessed with them. Nearly every day you'll find me searching for newly updated manuals to
help myself and others who visit this site. Over the last few years, Hampton Lighting Advice has
grown into a pillar of the Home Decor industry with tens of thousands of site visitors each
month. You can read more on our About Us page. If your Harbor Breeze Ceiling Fan Remote is
not working then the most common problem is that a surge of power may have cleared the
remotes memory or the batteries of the remote may need replacing. In this article, we
researched and located a few specific places that should be helpful to get your Hampton Bay
umbrella repaired and fixed along with locating replacement parts if you are savvy Skip to
content. Continue Reading. Hampton Bay as a well known and reputable manufacturer of ceiling
fans, bath fans, light fixtures, patio furniture, chandeliers and more. Hampton Bay is a house
brand of Home Depot â€” meaning they have the best selection. There are lots of Home Depot
stores though, so that is good news â€” right? Some of the parts that our site visitors look for,
are replacement parts. This happens because of accidents or remodeling. Glass shades, and
replacement remotes are often hot items. Determine the actual problem. You have to be able to
explain the problem clearly before attempting to resolve it. Once you know the issue, the next
step is to know the product name. This is an exact science. Knowing the name of the fan, e. The
name of the fan will be on the box, that the fan came in. The remote control for any ceiling fan
can often get lost, and require replacement. You may also have a malfunctioning remote, but
losing the remote still stays at the top of the list for replacement reasons! Also, checking the dip
switches are set the correct way on both the remote and the receiver would be a good idea as
well. Fan Blades can become warped, or unbalanced. If you have warped blades, these need to
be replace
2015 chevy malibu speaker wiring diagram
pontiac grand am fuel pump
ford f150 blower motor not working
d. If your blades appear to be unbalanced, but are not warped, this can be corrected. Try using
a blade balancing kit. Blades can eventually become misaligned by the constant buildup of dust
and dirt on top of the fan blades. A glass globe may sometimes fall off a fan and break. This is
more likely to happen when working on the fan. Skip to content Skip to main menu Menu. The
UPC code is just as good as knowing the name of the fan. If all else fails, then take a picture of
the fan. Look up the online community. There, you can post a question and request help. If you
are kind and courteous to the staff who troll the forums, they will try their very best to help you.
It is rare they are not able to help you solve the problem. Motors â€” but should be covered
under Hampton Bay warranty contact support Blade balancing kits â€” if your fan wobbles,
makes humming noises, clicking noises or other Light Kit. Share this: Tweet. Like this: Like
Loading Search for:. Recent Posts. Recent Comments.

